Electric susceptibility of unsolvated glycine-based peptides.
The DC electric susceptibilities of unsolvated glycine-based peptides, WGn (W = tryptophan and G = glycine) with n = 1-5, have been measured by deflection of a molecular beam in an electric field. These are the first electric deflection measurements performed on peptides. At 300 K the susceptibilities are in the range of 200-400 A(3). By far the largest contribution to the susceptibilities is from the permanent dipole moment of the peptides. The results indicate that the peptides do not have rigid conformations with fixed dipoles. Instead the dipole is averaged as the peptides explore their energy landscape. For a given WGn peptide, all molecules have almost the same average dipole, which suggests that they all explore a similar energy landscape on the microsecond time scale of the measurement. The measured susceptibilities are in good overall agreement with values calculated from the average dipole moment deduced from Monte Carlo simulations.